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ABSTRACT 
Measurements of Sonun's disk tempemure are cmpiled to determine the 
pianer's micmu-ave spectrum f m  i mm to lo[, an w-aveiggth. The data 
wen< a d b e d  n, conform with a rmmmm flux densicy scale. A modd of 
S a t u r n ' s r i n g s i s u s e d a , r e m o v e t h e e f k c P d c h e ~ f i o m t h e  
-c component at centimerer nnd decimeter wawehgdas. Thee- 
netirp!~foranumberufcunerxdtearmodpherirmodelswere 
cooqmcedandcanpad withtheobsereedspecmrm. Raaauve - 7  . sonveccive 
models witb approrioaately wlar cormposition and with an &ve *em- 
perature of -49 K are in g a d  ageenem with ttw ohoerrmntions. The 
agreement betweenthe obserPeddtheoredrslspecvaisasmmgindi- 
~at ioo  t ! t  gaseous pmmcnin is prcsent in Scum's atmosphere. A g d  fit 
to the c h a  is obzakd with an ~mmonia mixing ratio of -5 x lo". Lower 
balues of the NA, miung mio can dso PQOYidr a good fif provided an 
sddbionoJ source of microwave opacaty is pr~?lent in !hum's -. 
Liquid water droplea in the troposphere fould prmride a substanti$ 
microwave opacity. A c o m p k n  d the millimeter apt'elength data with 
the **besr-fitting" atmospheric spectrum  indicate^ that the thezmd arm- 
ponent of the ring brightness tempemwe wu I mn wsoelength is 
-25 K. 
Theoretical studies have shown that Saturn's microwave spectrum can be 
explained by thermal emlssion from the tropospheric region of an atmosphere with 
generally solar compoeition and with ammoda as the primary source of microwave 
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opacity (GUMS n dl.. 1969; Mrrixon and Welch, 1970; Gulkis and Poy nter, 1972; Ohring 
and hcser, 1975). b all of these studies, the influence of the rings oc the observed 
bri@,%sa temperabres wai; asamad to be negligible. Eecause the available 
data coa~sisted almost entirely of Obrpervatiabs ma& with very low spatial resolutian, 
ttis m k r m v e  pmpmties of the rings were vi-y unknown. In reeat years, 
measuremnt8 of the plmet. and rings have isen made with radio inte~5erometers operat- 
ing at wavelengths f ~ o w  0.8 'Lo 21 cm. These new data provide strong constraints on 
the microware properties of 2he rings and heace 'hir influence on the micr-ve spec- 
trum can now be estimated. In addition, the microwave flux-density s&, which is 
used to calibrate the planetary m. .mreaents, has been dcllned with better accuracy and 
over a larger waveleagtb interval than it m only a fcx ;-ears ago. In this paper we 
make cse of the new data to re-analyze Saturn's microwave spzctrum- 
We have compiled a new list of tke phlished measureme* d Saexii?~ dicco- 
wave disk temperature for wreleng&s betweec 1 mm and 100 cm. The data Eire nor- 
malized to a uniform c&bration scalo and the ~A*ects (e.g., obscuration, scattering 
and emission) of +h rings a re  computexi for a simple model of the rings. Computed 
spectra for several atmoopheric models are compared with the spectrum from 0.8 cm 
to 100 cm. The influence of ihe rings in this spectral region is fmnd *D be smrill and 
it can be r e m o d  with confidence. Two '"best fitw models are determined, one wit'l an 
NH3 mixing ratio which is somewhat greater than a solar d u e ,  and the other with a 
solarl ike hX3 mixing ratio but with an additional opacity smrce near the 270 K level 
in the troposphere. l l b n  either of these atmospheric models a re  extended to miAiimeter 
wavelengths, the computed temperatures fall systematically below the observed disk 
Bmperatures. This result is exp lahd  if the thermal component of the ring brightness 
temperature, assuming both the A and B rings are d o r m i y  brighi, is -25 K for wave- 
lengths near 1 mm. F h l l y ,  we computed the vertical transmission loss that a probe 
commurication lirk is likely to encounter a s  it penetrates Saturnls atmosphere. 
SATURhT'S I\ECROwAIrE SPE CTRCTkI 
Data Normalization Factors 
Our list of measurements of Saturn from 1 mm to 100 ern is given in Table 1. 
Becpuse most of the observations were obtained with single antermas haviq low spatial 
resui~ition, the majority of the repcbrted temperatures include the integrated flux density 
19s 

Table 1. Saturnv@ Miorowave Spectrum (aontd. ) 
A Error 1 ~ 1  fcAL f n ( ~ )  T ~ T ; )  
'D (rel, *a) T, 
- - - - - - -- 
Wrfxon aad Wdch (1970) 
Pauliny-Toth surd Kellermann (1970) 
Ullch (1978) 
Dent (1972) 
Hobbe rind Knapp (1971) 
Wrixoa and Welch (1970) 
Wrixon and Welch (1970) 
Schloerb (1977) 
Wrlxon and Welch (1@70) 
Welch et al. (1966) 




Turegaao and Kleh (1978) 








































































Tablo 1. 8aturn1e Microwave Spectrum (contd.) 
* 
h E r r o r  I B I  fCAL So(') T~ 
49.5 390 ( -  , 6 6 )  21.8 1.090 0.983 1.074 432.2 Yerbury r t  al. (1071) 
69.7 383 ( 4 5 , 4 9 )  26.3 1.0 0,976 1.019 382.8 Condon et ul. (1874) 
94.3 540 ( -  ,1?0) 24.7 1.0 0.978 1.040 649.6 'Yerbury et al. (1973) 
%he factor ICAL, 18 the multipiior usud to normalize the obsorvod disk temprah\lltrs to the microwave flux deneity 
scale of Baars, Genzel, 3auliny-Toth and 'Witzel (3'677) for 100 > A  >1 cm; and the epectnun of DR-21 fo r  1 > X > 
O 0.3  cm iDwnt, 1972 ; B. L. Ulich private communication). For  h < 0.3 cm, we rely oh the calibration of the moet 
recent observations, and we normalize the older data to thk calibration via tho observed ratios of Saturn t o  Jupiter 
and Venus. 
b ~ h e  disk temperatures listed in column 2 are bnssd on the solld angle given by the polar a d  equatorial aerni- 
diameters of Saturn published in the AENA, The factor fdB) correcta this refersnce ~ o l i d  angle to the value for  an 
oblate spheriod inclimd to the observer a t  t b  angle B, 
C * * The ratio T,/TD , where TD = T dCALf (D), i s  computed balled on the ring model d e ~ c r i b e d  in the text. 
* 
TD is thus the equivalent disk temperdture of the Saturn-ring system. adpated to a common flux denai ty scale 
and corrected f.-r viewing geometry, while Ts is the average br lgh tnes~  temperature ?f the disk alone. 
from both the planet and the rings. The temperatures given in the second co- of the 
table are based on the assumption tiat all of the observed flux den~itg  is emitted from 
tb solid we of the apparent disk of Saturn, i. e. , emission, scattering and obscura- 
tim by the dngp was ignored for ail but the nine irdertenrmetrlc observations. We 
treat the inkrferometric data separaw because the influence of the rings was alre- 
remowxi by the authors. In t4.m following discussiarr we dewrib the various correc- 
tion faWrs we have applied to the original data to derPve the final disk temperatures 
(Column 8), which represents the microwave spectrum of Saturn's atmosphere. 
All of tbe observed temperatures were adfugted to a c m o n  flax-density s& 
given by Baars et d (1977), and to the solid angle computed from the polar and equa- 
torial semi-diameters given in the American E$- c.meris arad N a u W  Almanac. The 
flux scale n o r m o n  factor3, fcAL, are listed in Column 5 of Table 1. An addi- 
tioaaal correction wa8 applied to the data to account for the fact that the solid of 
an oblate spheriod varies with B, which is the angle lhe planet is tipped toward (or 
away from) the E A  at the time of the obserrration The corresponding correction 
factors for the solid angle, fa(B), are given in Column 6. 
Whence of the Rings 
To remove the influence of the rings from Satau-n's microwave spectrum, we 
adopt a model for the microwave properties of the rings and use this model to derive 
correction factors to be applied to the single antenna measurements. These correc- 
tion factors, given in Column 7, convert the measured disk temperatures, which 
include the influence of the rings, to the temperatures that would have been observed 
if there -re no rings. We a c c m t  for the finite beamwidth of the antenna used for 
eecb measurement. The latter correction is primarily important at the short wave- 
lengths where the spatial resolution of antennas can be comparable to the angular size 
of Saturn's Ring *stem. The correction factors account for the weak thermal emission 
f rorn the rings, for the fraction of thermal emission from Saturn's disk reflected off 
the rings, and for the attenuation of atmospheric emission transmitted through the sector 
of the riugs which obscures the planet. The three components are schematically 
identified in Mgure 1. 
The nominai ring model incorporates the following assumptions and approxima- 
tions. First, we assume that only the A md B rings are important to this discussion 
and that the microwave properties of these two rings are identical. We adopt 7 = 0.7 
,TR = T, + f (r) x Ts 
IS\ 
TOTAL FLUX FROM DISK AND RINGS 
' 3 1 5 ~  a SOL13 ANGLE OF DISK 
Figure I .  Snbcnr~~if d l  of tbe k g b f a ~ l r  distri'bution of Saturn and rbr rings. Girm I& ring p~amefrrrz T, 
and  r, tk bngbtaur k p c r a t u n ,  TI, of S a t m i  disk (iln be riitennined for any ring-incf~rrotian 5. Ts  is t& 
tenipcrafmr tbar U'OIIIC be mwurrd in tbe absence of rbc rings. 
for the optical depth of the rings a t  normal incidence and compute the absorption of the 
atmospheric emission by the obscuring sector of the rings (see Figure 1). We further 
assume that the opacity is independent of frequency over the microwave spectrum. 
These assumptions are based on the results of recent interferometric observations 
(Briggs, 1973: Berge and Muhleman, 1973; Cuzzi and Dent, 1975; Schloerb, 1977; Janssen 
and Olsen, 1978). 
The ring brightness temperature, TR is given by the sum of Tt and f(r)TS, 
where Tt is the  thermal brightness temperatwe of the rings, f(r) is an expression for 
the radial dependence of the reflected atmospheric temperature, Ts. The £unction 
f(r) is computed with the assumption that the rings form a perfectly-reflecting 
Lambertian-scattering surface. This assumption is an acceptable approximation to 
the more physically realistic models with multiple scattering computations {see e. g. , 
Schloerb,l977). The observational resuits for h > 1 cm show that TR is consistent 
with the reflected component as the primary source of brightness with the possibility 
of a small thermal component. For our nominal model, we set Tt = 2 i 2 K and calcu- 
late an average total ring contribution of TR - 7 K. This choice encompasses the 
results of all interferometric measurements at centimeter wavelengths. 
There is evidence that Tt increases with decreasing wavelength shortward of 
-1 cm, but the wavelength dependence is strictly unknown. The computations of the 
correction factors listed in the table are baaed on the asamption that Tt increases 
mmotonicdy from Tt - 7 K near 8 mm (Janssen and Olsen, 1978) to Tt - 26 K near 
1 mm wavelength. We show in a following section that this increase in Tt is consis- 
tent with the millimeter obsepv~tions. 
A computer program was written to calculate the disk temperature of the model 
illustrated in Figure 1 and described above. The brightness temperature Ts was 
adjusted to give the corrected disk temperature TU* = TD fCAL f *(B;. The corres- 
ponding correction factor TQ/T~* was then calculated for each single d a n a  obser- 
vation in Table 1 and is listed in Column 7. The brightness temperature Ts 
(Column 8) is the disk temperature of Saturn which would be measured in the absence 
of rings. 
ATMOSPHERIC MODELS 
We computed theoretical microwave spectra for several models of Saturn's 
atmosphere to compare with the obrienrational data. Each model is in hydrostatic 
equilibrium throughout, with the lower troposphere in cmvective equilibrium. The 
temperature-pressure profile in the urger stratosphere is given by the solution of the 
Eddqton  equation for a constant-flux, gray radiative atmosphere. The range of 
models is constrained by the effective temperature, Te, that we allow in the soiution. 
Current estimates of Saturn's effective temperature, derived from infrared observa- 
tions, are  near 90 K (e. g., Ward, 1977). We will restrict our discussion to three 
models which we designate Nominal (Te = 89 K), Cool (Te = 84 K) and Warm (Te = 
94 K). 
The composition for each model is assumed to be primarily H2 and He with 
CH4, NH3 and H 2 0  as minor constituents. The H2, He and CH4 are  assumed uni- 
formly mixed thruughout the atmosphere with a He/H2 number mixing ratio of 0.2 and 
CH4/~2  = 2.1 x (Caldwell, 1977). Ammonia is assumed to be uniformly mixed in 
the troposphere and saturated in the upper troposphere. The partial pressure of satu- 
rated ammonia is c~ntrolled by the temperature according to the condensation relation 
where the pressure is in millimeters of Hg and T is degrees Kelvin. 
The procedure for calculating the models begins with an initial estimate of a 
pressure-temperature point on an adiabat deep in the atmosphere (p > 10 atm). Solu- 
tions to the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium give the pressure a t  successively 
higher altitudes as  the temperature decreases with the adiabatic gradient. For our 
2 -1 
choices of composition and gravitational acceleration (g = 905 cm s ) the adiabatic 
gradient is -0.97 K h-'. Both t!-J adiabatic lapse rate and a radiative lapse rate a re  
calculated at each pressure point, until the adiabatic gradient overtakes the radiative 
gradient. Above this point, the temperature follom the radiative profile with 
increasing altitude. With this procedure, eac 1 pressure-temperature profile is 
uniquely specified either by a single pressure-tempemtau-e point or  by the effective 
temperature. A more complete discussion of this procedure is given by Klein and 
GUMS (1978). 
The pressure-temperature profiles for our Warm, Nominal and Cool models 
are  shown in Figure 2. The condensation temperatures for water and ammonia a re  
marked to indicate the respective pressures where cloud bases are expected. The 
solid curves represent the convective portion of the atmosphere and the broken curves 
show the radiative regime. The thermal profile in and above the stratosphere does not 
TEMPERATURE, K 
Figure 2. Pressure-Tempcratuw ptvfile~ a n  ~hou'tl for tbtw atmorphe*~~ I I  of Saturn drrcribed In 
the text. The Cool, Nominal 4nd W a n  p1oaiIr mrpond to the flertiw tmperatureJ, mpectiwl~ j h a  
f h m  14 ,  10 right, T,  = 84K, 89K, 94K. 
affect our interpretation of Saturn's microwave spectrum because the microwave 
opacity is very small in this region. For this reason we are  not concerned with a 
temperature inversion which might form at high altitudes. 
The atmospheric parameters, i. e., pressure, temperature and composition 
a re  related to the observed microwave brightness temperature through the equation of 
radiative transfer. The final step of our modeling program (see Klein and Gulkis, 
1978) is to compute the distribution of the microwave brightness over the planet and 
from this we compute the mean brightness temperature of Saturn's oblate disk a s  a 
function of frequency. The resultant microwave spectrum for each model can then be 
compared with the spectrum, of the "ring freew temperature, Ts. 
INTERPRETING THE SPECTRTJM 
The NH3 Abundance 
Among the variaus molecular species that have been detected o r  that are likely 
to be found in Saturn's atmosphere, ammonia is by far the most effective source of 
microwave opacity. For this reason, the observed microwave spectrum contains 
information on the average concentration and vertical distribution of ammonia on a 
global scale. In particular, the shape of the computed spectra corresponding to 
different atmospheric models depends upon our choice of [NH3], which is the number 
mixing ratio of ammonia at depth, and upon the pressure-temperature profile of each 
model. In this section the observed spectrum of Saturn's atmosphere is compared 
with the computed spectra for our Nominal model (Te = 89 K). Several values of 
[NH ] are  obtained and the sensitivity of the result to variations in other model assump- 3 
tions is discussed. 
For our study of the ammonia mixing ratio we concentrate on the spcctral region 
from 0.8 to -50 cm. Our confidence in both the ring-model corrections and the accuracy 
of the flux density scale is considerably greater for A 7 8 rnm. The long-wavelength 
limit is imposed by the uncertainty of extrapolating microwave &sorpt l~n coefficients 
to the deep atmosphere where pressures exceed 1000 atmospheres; 6:-mission from 
these regions begins to contribute significantly to the brightness temperature for wave- 
lengths beyond -50 cm. Exclusion of data at wavelengths longer than 50 cm minimizes 
the possible effects of non-thermal (synchrotron) emission from trapped radiation 
belts. Condon et al. (1974) show that oostulated components of synchrotron emission 
are insignificant for A 5 21 cm. 
The measurements of Saturn's microwave spectrum for wavelengths >8 mm are  
plotted in Figure 3. Theoretical spectra for our Nominal model with selected values 
of [NH ] are represented by the four curves. It is evident thtrt mixing ratios between 4 3 x 10 and 10 x lo-* yield acceptable fits to the data. A formal analysis with 
weighted Chi-square tests gave an optimum abundance of [NH J -5 x loo4. For this 
analysis we included all data in the range 0.8 5 A s 21 cm, each weighted by the square 
of the reciprocal of the relative error. 
A constant multiplier, which was an addlthml free parameter in the analysis, 
allows for a uniform uncertainty iu the absolute flux density scale. The minimum 
Chi-square solution was found with this co~mtant equal to 0.96, which is consistent 
with this uncertainty. However, factors less tlian unity can also be explained (I) if  we 
have underestimated the thermal emission from the rings; (2) if the ring opacity is less 
than 0.7; or (3) by atmospheric model assumptions thzt are  invalid. One plausible 
example of the latter is the increase in disk temperature that occurs if the NH3 is not 
completely saturated in the cloud regions. For example, the relative NH3 humidity 
might differ from one area to the next on the ciisk (e . g. , belts aild zones). 
The relative insensitivity of the computed spectra to nominal changes in Te 
and the He abundance is demonstrated in Figures 4 and 5. The small changes in slope 
of the computed spectra that occur at  the longer wavelengths can be compensated in 
the model by incrementing the value of [NHd an insignificant amount. 
Model with ~~0 Cloud 
Noting that atmospheric models predict the formation of a water cloud near the 
270 K temperature region, one might & X if there is any evidence of such a clo,, ' I 
Saturn's microwave spectrum. To investigate this possibility, we added a varizi:ie 
opacity term to our model near the 270 K level ard recalculated the microwave spec- 
trum for the Nominal pressure-temperature model. The ammonia mixing ratio was 
reduced to 1.5 x loo4 to bring it into agreement with the solar N abundance. The 
microwave opacity in the "cloud11 region was assumed to be = r0 vm2, where so = 1 
at 1 GHz and v is the frequency in GHz. Ocr choice of opacity is based on the micro- 
wave absorption of small (el mm) water droplets and a cloiad density of -35 g n ~ - ~  
F 3 .  Tk mi~~tuiat r  sprtrnx of Satnm'~ J I R I J ~ ~ ~ I ~ -  rt+-r.a;mre 111 t k  ua:e&s~lh ratmai  0.8 to i(Ki m. Tjxjiikd 
irn-it, fkpt5mt ~zngic dntmmta ahfa u.htib bare  ham adp~tbJ~lzgAt[) h RI I *~~  t k  :I&ICI rd tk nngJ. T k  at.& :rung& 
npnKnr tk iutrJb.~nr ~~~t~ lihtib .j4 not requtre rtug cownrtouj. T b r f w  r.anv, r g r r ~ . n ~  rht i t - spnd  ~pm* 
j f r  wr N O W I ~  Al0Jt.I u.zth /our ~alicrr 4 rht NH, IVS~XI)I.~: rarto. 
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Frgrrc 4. T k  o/ rs9tn.t T,. rbt  tffatrtr rtrnpmaturr .,r: rk ion ,,red wttmtizrtr ~ p i ~ r ~ m ,  
(from Weidenschilling anri Mis, 1973:. In Figure 6 we ~bms tlc calrulatcd optical 
depth oi this type of ~ l d  as a h t i o n  of frequency. 
The r e d t  of the cloud model ccrmputatirm is s h n  ia Figure 7. The solid 
curve is the spffvum of ihe model with no cloud (5 = 0) a d  the kcbed curve sbors 
the effia 05 adding a claud with ro - 1. The trend is correct. Le.. the stape of tbe 
spx-trum btwetn -6 and 21 cm fs fbttened just as the data tend to be; but the m e 1  
curve misses the dense cluswr d points near h. = 21 cm. &ceasing the cJmd opacity 
does not solve the disccepawy. The 21 cm 'en~pcraht-e is  d y  m-due& an additional 
2 1( when ro is doubled. 
?his very simple c!wd approsirnation show promise even though our first 
attempt failed to provide a good fit to the data. There is a Mred for turther iuvestiga- 
tion of the vertical extent of the cloud model. VCreidenschillinp; and Leuis (1973) 
suggest that cloud c-im might occur at attitudes above the saturatian level, 
and that cloud particles might be swept up to hwer altitudes by convlecticw. These 
conditfors woulrl shU3 the peak of tbe Cloud opacity to higher altitudes and lower 
temperatures. In a prellminaly test. we computed the spectrum lor = I at tip 
250 K level and faund that Ule 21 cm disk temperature was suppmszed 10 K, bringing 
it into qualitative agreement with the abservaticms. 

THE MILLIMETER SPEC'lXUM OF THE RINGS 
Tbe atmospheric mok l s  that fit the spectrum a t  centimeter wavelengths can be 
used to investigate the &ern91 spectrum of the rings a t  millimeter waveleng@hs. The 
atmospheric bn'ghtness terilycrntu~qs, which am? controlled by the ammonia opacity, 
are only weakly dependent on the exact choice of tbe hW3 nlixbg ratio because the 
peak opacity at short radio u'avele~gths occ~r s near tb cf a6 forming redon where 
the ammonia is satu~xted. 3 we assume that the millimeter 3pectnun of the atmo- 
sphere is adequately determined by the modeis that fit tbe longcr wvavekngth data, 
any excess omission a t  millimeter wawlengths can be attriiuted to b r m a l  emission 
from the rings. 
Tbe short-wavelength data betmen 0.1 aid 0.8 cm are shown with theoretical 
spectra in Figure 8. The solid curves represea tbe spectra for the t w ~  values of 
ammmh mixing mstio considered above, i.e., [&33] = 1.5 and 5 x lo4. The data 
have ken cortectrc! fur zing obscuration and scattering effects, but the thermal com- 
ponent, Tt, Is  set to zero. The intent here is to dex~onstrate tkL these partially 
correct& temwratures are systematically higher than the madel curves, whicL 
implies tbat the rings do emit thermally at millimeter wavelengtlrs. 
Tbe dashed curves in Figure 8 denionstrate the magnitude of the Itcrease in the 
compxted microwave spectrum !.hat occurs if the rings emit thermally. Reme t&e 
thermal flux density rzceired f ram tke rings a t  a given frequency will vary with t5e 
solid angle of the riug surfSue, we show the computed spectra for turc -.af'ss of ring 
inclinatim. Thc ring brighttless kmperature spectrum shown in Figure 9 is assumed 
for these computations. 
We &$ah a ring brightness temprrsture spectrum by attributing the exce3s 
flux (measumd mims predicted with Tt = 0) to thermal emission from tbC rings. 
The resulting spectrum is shown ill Figure 9. Intrinsic thermal emission from the 
r e s  is indicated. The ave rxe  of the excess temperatures between 1 mm arJ 2 mm, 
weighted by their absohte errors, gives Tt - 25 E. This result 13 consistent m1t.k 
the ring brwtening from Tt - -  7 K at 8.6 mm (Jamsen and Olssn, 1979). An iacrease 
of thermal ring emission at millimeter wavelengths is n d  surprising since '%e bright 
ness must approach -95 K, the obseived temperature at 10 pm. Furthermom, ice is 
a likely candidate for the ring particle composition, and its ;ibs.>rpUon coefficient 
hcreases markedly in the ~ i l l ine t er  wvelengb wgxon. 
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THE MICROWAVE SPECTRUM OF SATURN'S ATM-PHE RE 
The microwave spectrum of tlae tharmal emlssion from Satzlrn1a atmosphere is 
shown in Figure 10. The effects of the rings have been removed from tbs data as dis- 
cussed above. The n o m i d  ring model was used wit5 the rlng brightness-tempemre 
spectrum shcwn in Ffgure 9. Tao model spectra ax? shown; the solid curve repre- 
sents the computed spectrum with [NH3] = 5 x whereas a e  broken cumc repre- 
sents the spectrum for tbe model with a lower NH3 ahdance and the additional source 
of opacity near the 270 K levd (i. a. , an H20 c h d ) ,  
There is good agreement betu-en the model spectra and the ring-corrected data 
over the entfre band, which spans three decade6 in wave1ength. This agreement pro- 
vides a strong argument that ammonia is present in Sablm's atmosphere, s i n e  3X3 is 
the primary source of microwave opacity in the models. The shape of the spectrum in 
the wavelength interval centered on the 1.25 cm lmrersim band ol NH3 and the 130-135 K 
disk temperatures that are observed near the baad center are in excellent agreement 
I 1 I I 1  I I 1 I 1 
0.1 1 19 100 
WAVELiNCTH, crn 
Frgun 10. Surxnri m t m . a t r  sprrrrum u.rth &IB cmm-ru( ,b  ring tfjktr. Cotapu:rJ ipn.tra nrr h u a  /.)r rb t  Nomrajl 
Moo%/ (Te = 89 K ~ J b r  tuv rulm ofommonta mrxrg ratro. OW u,rrh u clwd oparty rrwr I' = 170 K ( r t t ~ k d ' u n r ) .  and 
ow u rrh0111 un arWrtrorza1 rwm of qa-r r j  (rdrd cunr J. 
w i t h  the models. Without the RH3 opacity, these models yield disk temperatures in 
excess of 200 K at these wavelengths. 
In the 10-21 cm region tkiere is some evidence that the observed spectrum is 
slightly flatter than tbe model spectra. The agreement is good for both models shown, 
when one considers the statistick scatter in the  data over the entire spectrum. Xever- 
theless, some improvement nLajl be possibie i f  more sophistfcat.4 cloud models are 
investigated and applied. 
The model spectra at the 16qst wawlengtb ( S O  cm) are probably tbe most 
uncertain. Our assumptions regarding the absorpcon soefficient d the a$nosz re  at 
great depths, where tempera%res and pressures exceed 1000 K aud 1000 atmospheres, 
surely become invalid. Additional sources of opacity, e. g. , from pressure induced 
-3nization, may 'become important. A comipanent of nontbermal emissior from a 
Saturnian radiation belt is also plausible at these long wavelength. Nevertheless, it 
is er-muraging that the three tneasured temperatures are completely consistent with 
the relatively s i m ~ l e  models that we have presented here. 
ATMOSPHERIC TRAhTShllSSIOX L W E S  FROM A PROBE 
With the mcGels of &lxlrnrs atmoqhere in hand, one can readily compute the 
atmospheric attenuation that must 'be considered in the design d a probe conmunica- 
tion system. iVe b v e  performed the calculations for our nominal model atmosphere 
with a nominal ammonia mixing ratio d [XH ] = 3 x lo-*. Cloud opacities were not 3 
included. The aingle-path absorption for three plausible probe f r e q ~ n c i e a  re 
plotted as functions of pressure in F.igure 11. The attenuation refers to  the accumu- 
lated signal loss from a probe transmitting from a given pressure level in the atmo- 
sphere, e.g., a 3 CiIz signal from the 10 atmosphere pressure level would be attenu- 
ated 4 db when transmitted vertically through the atmosphei-e. 
A different representation of the results i s  shown in Figure 12, where we 
plot the vertical pbth absorptioa GS frequency for probe penetrations to pres.sure 
levels of 10, 30 and SO0 atmospheres. We also show- a computed attenuation curve 
(dashed line) for a probe in Jupiter's atmosphere. Nde that the vertical attenuation 
to a given pressure level in the Jovian atmosphere i s  considerably less than the 
10 100 
PRESSURE, jtm 
F ~ g m  I ? .  V m i d  (sing& @tb) trausraiuien I- in 
S d m i  ~~ /iw pSnrzb& praQr cmam~)icariea 
/irqorrrrm. T& n o m i d  cclnmqbm~ nroda ili& {NH,) 
= 3 x i~ d. 
Fignw 12. VmicoI tranjmifiion I m  a pobr at 
three presrun l a d s  in Satnrni dtmosphnr. C ~ u t e d  IQII 
zs. f r q q  ZJ .bad on rbe nominnl d l  atmo~rpbcn 
with ammonia m ~ x ~ n g  rd;o = 3 x lo-'. D~lh#i c m r  
jboius a similar attmmfIon 23. /nquenq MCC fir tbe 30 
a t w p h n r  kt J rm Jupiteri arm+, u f h m  the pndictcd 
~IgnaI larr rr not as g u t  ar in Sanumi a t m o s p h .  
FREQUENCY, GHz 
corresponding loss in Saturn's atmosphere. From the figure, we note that the "dB-loss" 
in Saturn's atmosphere i s  approximately three times greater. At 600 MHz, the vertical 
loss to 30 atmosphere pressure is 3 dB greater in Saturn's atmosphere. In general, 
the relation can be expressed as 
LOSS dB Saturn --3 x Loss dB Jupiter. 
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DISCUSSION 
J. WARWICK: Mike, do you see any evidence for possible synchrotron emission 
in this spectrum 3 
M. KLE IN: There's no compelling evidence. What we see is that even a t  wave- 
lengths near 90 cm there doesn't seem to be any excess in the brightness temperature. 
But there could be some contribution due to synchrotron emission because as we get down 
to 90 cm the thermal models a re  rather uncertain. The ammonia absorption coefficient 
is not well known at  several thousand degrees temperature and thousands of atmospheres 
of pressure. However, all I cm say is that we see no compelling reason to assume that 
we need synchrotron radiation to explain the spectrum. 
D. CRUIKSHANK: In the models and the observations of the Jupiter microwave 
spectrum, the ammmia line at 1.25 cm is fairly pronounced. Is there some simple- 
minded reason why that doesn't show up very strongly either in the observations o r  the 
models of Saturn ? 
M. KLEIN: For Saturn we have a higher-pressure model than we had for Jupiter 
because the lapse rate is different. Then since we a re  looking at  a higher pressure, the 
line is spread out by collisional broadening. 
